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Spin liquids are correlated, disordered states of matter that fluctuate even at low temperatures.
Experimentally, the extensive degeneracy characterizing their low-energy manifold is expected to be
lifted, for example because of dipolar interactions, leading to an ordered ground state at absolute
zero. However, this is not what is usually observed, and many systems, whether they are chemically
synthesized or nanofabricated, dynamically freeze before magnetic ordering sets in. In artificial re-
alizations of highly frustrated magnets, ground state configurations, and even low-energy manifolds,
thus remain out of reach for practical reasons. Here, we show how dynamical freezing can be by-
passed in an artificial kagome ice. We illustrate the efficiency of our method by demonstrating that
the a priori dynamically inaccessible ordered ground state and fragmented spin liquid configurations
can be obtained reproducibly, imaged in real space at room temperature, and studied conveniently.
We then identify the mechanism by which dynamical freezing occurs in the dipolar kagome ice.

Introduction.—Two-dimensional arrays of inter-
acting nanomagnets are powerful model systems to
explore experimentally disordered states of matter
and to tackle problems of statistical mechanics via a
lab-on-chip approach [1–3]. This approach allowed
the fabrication of artificially-designed classical Ising
spin liquids, whose properties can be probed directly
in real space using magnetic imaging techniques [4–
6]. Artificial spin systems were extensively studied
in the past decade, and the topic is now mature
enough to utilise technologies derived from nano-
magnetism and spintronics to investigate condensed
matter concepts inhered from highly frustrated mag-
netism. For example, collective magnetic phenom-
ena, such as emergent charge crystallization [7–17],
magnetic moment fragmentation [9] and Coulomb
phase physics [18–21] have been recently evidenced
in artificial frustrated spin systems, complementing
what can be done with spin ice compounds [22–27].

In that context, the dipolar kagome ice is partic-
ularly interesting as it hosts all these exotic, many-
body phenomena [7–9, 25, 28, 29]. The thermody-
namics of the dipolar kagome ice consists of four
temperature regimes [9, 28, 29] [see Fig.1(a)]: a
high temperature paramagnet (PM) evolving in a
first spin liquid (SL1) as the system starts to cor-
relate, a fragmented Coulombic spin liquid (SL2)
at low temperature [25], and a long range ordered
(LRO) ground state. The dipolar kagome ice ex-
periences a critical slowing down when approaching
the SL1/SL2 phase transition and a freezing of the

single spin-flip dynamics [30].

This dynamical freezing is an intrinsic, model-
dependent mechanism, which prevents the config-
uration space to be probed ergodically. It is thus
strikingly different from other extrinsic, sample-
dependent mechanisms, which lead to an arrested
state after the system has been subjected to a field
demagnetization protocol or a thermal treatment
for example. Extrinsic processes include quenched
disorder [31–33] (distribution of switching fields, of
coupling strengths, etc) and variability in the nano-
magnets’ blocking or Curie temperatures (inhomoge-
neous magnetic anisotropy, distribution of chemical
composition in alloys, etc) in thermally-active sys-
tems [34–38]. Consequently, even if one could fabri-
cate an ideal, defect-free sample, dynamical freezing
would still be an important obstacle for reaching the
low-energy physics of the dipolar kagome ice.

Dynamical freezing is not specific to the dipo-
lar kagome ice and is also present, for example, in
the square ice [18, 21] and in the dipolar kagome
Ising antiferromagnet [13, 16, 17, 39]. The com-
mon feature between the dipolar kagome ice and the
square ice is that both models become loop mod-
els in their low-energy manifolds. Otherwise said,
the spin dynamics that further correlates the system
at low temperature is a loop dynamics, in which a
string of neighboring spins reverses simultaneously
[see Fig.1(b)]. The configuration space can then be
explored without breaking the charge crystal asso-
ciated with the SL2 phase of the dipolar kagome
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FIG. 1. (a) The top and bottom panels represent the spin
and charge states in each of the four phases, averaged
over a large number of equilibrated spin configurations.
In the top panel, the length of the arrows represents the
mean value of the spins after averaging. This length is
zero in the PM and SL1 phases, exactly 1/3 in the SL2
manifold and 1 in the LRO ground state. The shaded
triangles give the spin unit cell. In the bottom panel, the
blue and red dots represent the mean value of the mag-
netic charges after averaging (blue codes for −1 and red
for +1). In the PM and SL1 phases, the average charge
is zero everywhere, whereas it is ±1 in the SL2 and LRO
phases. (b) Schematics of the spin dynamics involved in
the SL1 and SL2 phases. Examples of possible spin flips
and loop moves are highlighted in blue.

ice, or the divergence-free constraint in the square
ice. However, such collective loop moves are un-
likely in artificial spin systems and in spin ice com-
pounds, and probing experimentally the low-energy
manifolds of these ice models is challenging [40], if
ever possible. In the artificial dipolar kagome ice,
the LRO state and SL2 phase have never been im-
aged and studied in real space. Besides, the physical
reason why the single spin-flip dynamics freezes re-
mains elusive.

Motivation.— The purpose of this work is twofold.
First, we demonstrate experimentally that dynami-
cal freezing can be bypassed in an artificial kagome
ice. We are thus able to bring the system, repro-
ducibly and efficiently, into any desired microstate
satisfying the ice rule, including the a priori inac-
cessible ordered ground state, but those belonging to
the fragmented spin liquid as well. In other words,
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FIG. 2. (a) Schematics illustrating how a notch located
at a kagome vertex lifts the sixfold degeneracy between
ice-rule states. The two vertices in blue have a lower
energy than the four red vertices. (b) Variation of the
energy gap E2 − E1 as a function of the depth of the
notch for 5, 10 and 25 nm-thick nanomagnets.

we show that the system can be set at any desired
effective temperature, even absolute zero. Then, we
warm up the system to understand how the sin-
gle spin-flip dynamics acts on those low-energy mi-
crostates. Large crystallites of the LRO and SL2
phases are obtained. Imaging the charge domain
walls separating neighboring crystallites reveal that
all spins constituting the walls are unable to flip
without breaking the ice rule constraint. Conse-
quently, once the system is at sufficiently low tem-
perature, the charge domain walls are frozen, pre-
venting the charge domains to grow like in con-
ventional spin systems, i.e., by propagating domain
walls. Interestingly, this freezing mechanism is also
observed for microstates belonging to the SL1 phase,
thus unveiling the phenomenon by which the single
spin-flip dynamics freezes in the dipolar kagome ice.

Imprinting the desired microstate: The notch
rule.—In artificial spin systems, the nanomagnets
are usually approximated by Ising pseudo-spins and
their micromagnetic nature [41–45] is neglected.
Here, micromagnetism is the key ingredient. Our
strategy is to imprint a given microstate, vertex
by vertex, in a kagome array made of connected
nanomagnets, with a notch at each vertex site [see
Fig.2(a)]. The idea is to lift, locally, the energy de-
generacy between the six states of a given vertex
satisfying the ice rule constraint, using micromag-
netism as an extra degree of freedom. For magne-
tostatic reasons, the two configurations in blue in
Fig.2(a) have a lower energy E1 than the four red
configurations having an energy E2. The threefold
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symmetry of the vertex is broken and the local low-
energy spin state reflects the uniaxial anisotropy in-
duced by the notch. Micromagnetic simulations [46]
show that the energy gap E2 − E1 continuously in-
creases as the depth of the notch is increased, and
also increases as the thickness of the nanomagnets
increases [see Fig.2(b)]. The notch size is then an
external parameter one can play with to force, or
statistically ease, the selection of a local spin config-
uration. It is interesting to note that the notch ap-
proach leads to an analogue situation to the vertex
type formation in a two-dimensional square lattice
[48].

Setting the system temperature.—To test the ef-
ficiency of our proposal, we now consider the LRO
ground state of the dipolar kagome ice as the tar-
get microstate. A series of kagome lattices made
of permalloy nanomagnets connected at the vertex
sites was fabricated. Our arrays consist of 250 nm-
wide, ∼1 µm-long and 15 nm-thick nanomagnets.
A notch is incorporated at each vertex [see Fig.3(a)
and Supp. Fig.1] according to the ”notch rule” de-
scribed above. The depth of the notch ranges typ-
ically from 50 to 200 nm, with a top angle of 30◦.
The kagome lattices, which contain approximately
103 nanomagnets, were demagnetized using a field
protocol similar to the one used in previous works
[7, 18]. The resulting configurations are imaged with
a magnetic force microscope [see Figs.3(b-c)].

When the depth of the notch is large (200 nm),
the lattices are found in the LRO ground state [see
Fig.3(b)]. We emphasize that the LRO ground state
is obtained after demagnetizing the lattice using a
field protocol. The approach is thus strikingly differ-
ent from the magnetic writing technique introduced
in Ref.49. In particular, the LRO configuration is
not restricted to a few spins only, but spans across
the entire arrays. The dynamical freezing of the
dipolar kagome ice is then efficiently bypassed and
the experimentally inaccessible ground state of this
model is easily imaged. The same approach works
for any microstate of the fragmented spin liquid, i.e.,
for a disordered spin configuration embedded within
a charge crystal [see Supp. Figs.2 and 3.]

Importantly, when the notch size is smaller, or
when the demagnetization protocol is made shorter,
magnetic disorder appears. In many cases, we im-
aged an arrested microstate consisting of large crys-
tallites of the LRO or SL2 configuration (depending
on the imprinted state), separated by grain bound-
aries [see Fig.4(a) and Supp. Figs.2 and 3.] In other
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FIG. 3. (a) Electron micrograph of a lattice showing the
positions of the notches. (b,c) Magnetic image and re-
sulting spin / charge configuration for a LRO imprinted
state and a notch size of 200 nm (b) and 100 nm (c). The
two lattices have undergone the exact same demagnetiza-
tion procedure. In the spin / charge configurations, the
spins are represented by black arrows, the vertex charge
by a red or blue dot, and the charge domains appear in
white or green. 7% (b) and 39% (c) of the vertices break
the notch rule. Scale bar is 6 µm. (d) Temperature de-
pendence of the first seven spin-spin correlators. The
dots are deduced from the experimental images reported
in (b) and (c), illustrating how the effective temperature
is affected by the notch size. Insets show the magnetic
structure factors associated to the two experimental spin
configurations. J1 is the coupling strength between two
nanomagnets not sharing the notch, see Supp. Info.

cases, the spin configurations are more disordered,
resembling those of the SL1 phase [see Fig.3(c) and
Supp. Fig.2]. Taken as a whole, these results
show that the effective temperature of the system
can be tuned by a proper choice of the notch pa-
rameters and/or demagnetization time. We empha-
size that, although we imprint a microstate during
the nanofabrication process, this microstate is not
frozen, and the thermodynamics of our kagome ice
magnet can be probed over an extended (and usually
inaccessible) range of effective temperatures. This is
illustrated in Fig.3(d) and Supp. Figs.2, where the
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FIG. 4. (a,b) Magnetic image and resulting spin / charge
configuration for a LRO imprinted state and a notch size
of 200 nm (a), and for a lattice with no notch (b). Color
code is the same as in Fig.3. Comparing the two mag-
netic images reveals the efficiency of the notch strategy.
In (a), 4% of the vertices break the notch rule (positions
are indicated by a circle).

effective temperature is derived from the comparison
between the experimental values of the first seven
pairwise spin correlations and those expected in the
dipolar kagome ice model [12]. The thermodynamic
properties of the spin Hamiltonian describing our
experimental system are presented in Supp. Fig.4
[50].

Where does it freeze?— We might then wonder
why and where the dipolar kagome ice freezes in the
first place. To address this question, we consider the
case of charge domains in an LRO microstate [see
Fig.4(a)]. These domains are separated by a domain
wall. By definition, the spins belonging to a charge
domain wall link two vertices carrying the same mag-
netic charge. Interestingly, flipping these spins is
impossible without breaking the ice rule. This is so
because they are necessarily minority spins for one
of the two vertices they connect (for example, in a
”2 in/1 out” vertex configuration, the minority spin
is the one pointing ”out”). The associated energy
cost is then so high that such spin-flip events are
unlikely at sufficiently low temperature, specifically
in the case we consider here with LRO charge crys-
tallites. The domain wall is thus static, and domain
growth cannot occur through the motion of walls.

This freezing mechanism is not restricted to the
low-temperature regime, but is also observed in the
early stage of the SL1 phase. This is illustrated in

Fig.4(b), where a conventional kagome ice (i.e., with
no notch) has been demagnetized using the very
same field procedure that led to the LRO charge
crystallites reported in Fig.4(a). Here as well, the
charge domain walls consist of spins that cannot be
flipped without breaking the ice rule constraint, re-
gardless of the domain size. This explains why and
where the dipolar kagome ice freezes.

As expected for a conventional lattice with no
notch, charge domains are very small, and the de-
magnetization protocol shows strong limitations in
reducing the effective temperature of the system.
The reason why a notched structure is more efficient
to lower the effective temperature than a conven-
tional lattice [see Figs.4(a,b)] is because the notch
rule is necessarily broken in a domain wall [see cir-
cles in Figs.4(a) and Supp. Fig.3]. Domain walls in
a notched structure substantially increase the sys-
tem energy, making them energetically unfavorable
to proliferate. Since the notch size can be chosen at
will, this extra energy penalty can be tuned contin-
uously, allowing the investigation of excited states
built from the imprinted configuration.

The above arguments explain why exploring the
phase diagram of the dipolar kagome ice is chal-
lenging experimentally. Contrary to most of the
spin systems, the formation of charge domains does
not result from a nucleation / propagation process,
in which small domains first nucleate and domain
walls subsequently extend. Instead, domain growth
is solely ensured by the nucleation / annihilation of
other domains. Otherwise said, a given charge do-
main can only grow if the nucleation of other similar
domains occur at the same time. Since both charge
domains have equal probability to nucleate / anni-
hilate, the system can (very) unlikely approach the
SL1 / SL2 transition.

We hope that our experiment, with the associ-
ated model, would be useful in engineering of ar-
tificial frustrated ice magnets, not only to capture
the exotic physics of a given frustrated spin system,
but also to reach and manipulate any desired mi-
crostate as well. A natural extension of this work
would be the implementation of the notch strategy
in a thermally-active kagome ice magnet.
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